SAFETY POSTER
INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE SAFE HANDLING OF YOUR CUTTING TOOL
SECUMAX 350

USAGE

Ergonomic handle
for greater efficiency
2 in 1 blade head
for cutting and
splitting
Blade magazine with spare blade
for excellent cutting performance
For the best possible grip, place your thumb
on the three ribs. The soft-grip further limits
the possibility of slipping.

Use the nose of the cutter to pierce the cutting material. Do not lever against staples,
nor force the nose into edge protectors!

Hold the cutter at a slight angle when cutting
through cardboard boxes.

For best results, cut plastic strapping band
diagonally (at a 45° angle).

BLADE CHANGE
Soft-grip and integrated grooves
for a better hold

Concealed blade
for maximum protection
of goods and users

Please note: To ensure your product always functions
flawlessly, regularly remove any impurities. For
additional safety, we recommend wearing gloves.

Swing open the blade magazine. The fitted
blade head will automatically disengage.

Remove the fitted blade from the head of the Position the spare blade parallel to the slantcutter. Now you can either rotate or replace
ed side of the cutter head. Push the blade in,
the blade.
and then downwards, until fully engaged.

PROTECTION OF USER

PROTECTION OF GOODS

DISPOSAL

The concealed blade provides a maximum
degree of protection from cut injuries.

The concealed blade will not get into contact
with your goods either.

Dispose of the used blade head in either your
USED BLADE CONTAINER…
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Push the blade magazine back into the
handle to lock the blade head in place.

…or directly via your general waste.
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* Please pay attention to the safety precautions listed in our instruction manual!

